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Securities market is an emerging market in china, the short history and 
experience for regulating insider trading behavior still ragged in face of the rapid 
development of today's China securities market. The frequent insider trading behavior 
under the imperfect mechanism of legal system prevents China securities market from 
healthy and stable developing. The insider trading behavior in stock market leads the 
bad effects to the capital markets and the seriously damage to other investors’ lawful 
rights and interests, it also brings increasing pressure to Chinese regulators. This 
paper introduced the concept and characteristics of insider trading, discussed the law 
description on insider trading subject, insider information and insider trading behavior, 
which has certain shortcomings more or less. Based on the researches above, the 
strategies to perfect the law system of regulating insider trading was proposed. 
     This paper includes four parts: The first part summarized the concept, 
characteristics and China securities market situation of insider trading in the securities 
market. The second part discoursed the development of laws and regulations about 
insider trading behavior in China, which has defects on the identification of insider 
trading behavior. The third part discussed the development of the law system on 
insider trading regulation in United States and Britain, and the different emphases 
aspects about the main cognizance of insider trading, the definition of inside 
information, the relative legal obligations and liabilities. The fourth part summed up 
the helpful items on regulation insider trading by comparison of the legislative 
direction between China and west countries, and some suggestions was put forward. 
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